We present a system, Spoke, for creating and searching internal knowledge base (KB) articles for organizations. Spoke is available as a SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) product deployed across hundreds of organizations with a diverse set of domains. Spoke continually improves search quality using conversational user feedback which allows it to provide better search experience than standard information retrieval systems without encoding any explicit domain knowledge. We achieve this by using a real-time online learning-to-rank (L2R) algorithm that automatically customizes relevance scoring for each organization deploying Spoke by using a query similarity kernel. The focus of this paper is on incorporating practical considerations into our relevance scoring function and algorithm that make Spoke easy to deploy and suitable for handling events that naturally happen over the life-cycle of any KB deployment. We show that Spoke outperforms competitive baselines by up to 41% in offline F1 comparisons.
Introduction
This paper presents our system, Spoke, for storing and searching Knowledge Base (KB) articles for different organizations. Spoke is available as a SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) product that can be used by any organization for documenting and searching over their internal workplace articles. We start by discussing salient aspects of the problem of KB management as a SaaS product (KB SaaS).
Knowledge Base Search as a Service
Each organization using Spoke 1 for KB management creates a private corpus containing articles that are available only to the users from that organization. A user can query Spoke with their workplace queries, and the goal of Spoke is to respond with the right article if such an article already exists inside the KB. Table 1 shows four common domains, sample questions from these domains, and titles of KB articles (body of the article omitted for brevity) that answer these questions. 1 www.askspoke.com Indexing and searching over documents has been studied extensively in the information retrieval literature [Manning et al., 2008; Harmon, 1996] . However, searching over internal KB is uniquely challenging when compared to web search and document retrieval tasks studied in academia [Robertson et al., 1996] for the following reasons:
• Dynamic KB: Real world KB are dynamic. During the lifetime of a KB deployment, new KB articles are created or existing articles may be modified; old articles get less relevant or entirely outdated with the creation of new articles. E.g. an article on Sales Process Outline created in 2017 will become outdated in 2019 as the sales process changes. This poses a challenge for ML-based search system which must be designed to quickly unlearn old behavior with new conflicting information.
• Siloed Datasets: The KBs from different organizations are siloed and so information and signals across them cannot be directly combined to train an ML system. This is unlike web search [Yin et al., 2016] where millions of query url pairs are available.
• Article Type: Articles inside an organization can belong to arbitrary domains each having its specific semantics and jargon. E.g. articles from IT domains often contain names of internal servers or printers that are not a part of common knowledge. It is not scalable to inject knowledge and semantics specific to each domain in the search system. Furthermore, articles can take various forms, which may not be easily indexed: files (pdfs, Microsoft Word Docs, etc), images, hyperlinks, etc. • Scalable ML: Spoke is deployed in thousands of separate organizations, thus it is not possible to separately train an ML-based search model for each deployment.
Limitations of Internal KB Search over Web Search
In the last few decades, the web search experience has improved significantly using multiple signals e.g. graph-based signals [Kleinberg, 1999; Brin and Page, 1998 ], anchor text [Chakrabarti et al., 1999] , web click mining , etc. However, these signals are not available for internal KB search which has been restricted to term-match based features. While neural networks based approaches [Gysel et al., 2018; Chakravarti et al., 2017; Bai et al., 2010] show great promise at learning relevance and semantics, they require a large amount of in-domain data, (a) User1 gives negative feedback to incorrect answer.
(b) Expert creating a new KB article.
(c) Expert responding to user1 with the right KB article.
(d) User2 gets a correct answer from Spoke.
Figure 1: Example illustrating how Spoke deployed for a hypothetical organization Acme corp learns from user and expert feedback. 1a shows a user asking a query that Spoke answers with an incorrect KB (chosen due to large term overlap) and the user rejects the answer. 1b shows an expert recognizing an information gap is creating an appropriate KB article in Spoke's web UI. 1c shows that user1's question is routed to the expert who is responding with the correct KB article. 1d: another user asks a similar query to Spoke but this time Spoke gives the right response. Spoke learns from the negative user feedback and the positive expert feedback and adapts.
which is not possible in KB SaaS setup due to as the datasets are siloed. To this end, we have designed our system Spoke to extract more signal by using user interactions.
Feedback-driven search experience in Spoke
We show how organizations typically use Spoke and illustrate the feedback-driven search process. Organizations usually have a few experts who are in charge of helping end users with their questions. These experts are also responsible for creating KB articles in Spoke to answer user questions. Each KB article in Spoke has a four user-supplied fields that can be indexed: TITLE, BODY, KEYWORDS, and LINK. Users issue their questions via conversational media like chat. Spoke responds with one answer or no answer (when it is not confident in the relevance of any article.) In case a user expresses unhappiness with the results, Spoke reaches out to the experts that can then respond to the query by either creating a new KB article in response (recognizing an information gap) or by responding with an existing KB answer that Spoke missed. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 . Since prediction of user happiness is not the focus of this work, we simply predict user happiness using a simple regular expressions-based system.
Contribution
This paper discusses the design of our KB system Spoke that address the challenges of KB SaaS discussed in Sec. 1.1. Our paper makes the following contributions:
1. Support real-time online learning to rank i.e. Spoke learns from user and expert feedback in real time. 2. We use a novel trick to change the scoring function which allows unlearning of old information using a constant amount of new user feedback. This allows the KB search to evolve with the updation and deletion of old KB articles and addition of new KB articles. 3. We present a relevance scoring function that explicitly models high-dimensional lexical features (e.g. raw words) in a kernelized form using query similarity functions. 4. We show that our adaptive system outperforms a strong L2R baseline by upto 41% in offline experiments. Our system is deployed for hundreds of orgs and is continually getting better at returning relevant results.
Relevance Scoring with Online L2R
In this section, we will show how we design a relevance scoring function for KB SaaS addressing the challenges listed in Sec. 1.1. We also present an algorithmic overview of KB management in Spoke.
Formal Problem Definition
Let q be a query and let d be a KB article. As detailed above, we allow users to provide positive or negative feedback for a query q and document d. Let us assume at time t, we get feedback y t ∈ {−, +} for query q t and document d. "Do we support 401k?" "Where is our recruiting rubrik?" "Retirement benefits" "Hiring guideines" Sales "Maximum amount I can spend on a client dinner" "Where can I find the Q4 sales numbers?" "Client Dinner Expenses", "Sales Dashboards" Marketing "Brand assets" "Where is our brand logo?" Table 1 : KB domains, questions for these domains sampled from our usage data, and titles of KB that answer these questions.
document d, let us define all the positive feedback queries as:
Our goal is to design a system that can learn from Q = {Q d , ∀d} to improve relevance scoring for the organization.
Scoring with Pairwise and Lexical Scores
As a first step, we model the relevance score as a sum of pairwise match-based score and lexicalized score as:
for appropriate functions f 1 and f 2 and features ψ pairwise and ψ lex (q, d), which are defined below.
1. Lexical features have large dimensionality and hence are vastly more expressive than the match features and crucial to expressing semantics of the domain in our scoring function. Fuethermore, we use the pairwise match features in a static scoring function s static that is fixed for all articles (and all organizations using Spoke) and the lexical features in an adaptive scoring function s adapt which is trained from query feedback Q d for each organization separately. The advantage of this approach is that we can create s static offline using pre-labeled training examples using state-of-theart Learning-To-Rank (L2R) techniques [Joachims, 2002; Burges, 2010] with only a few hundred examples while allowing customizing the overall score for each organization.
We will compare our adaptive algorithm to purely static baseline in Sec. 4. Next we describe how we create the adaptive part of the scoring function.
Adapt Lexical Match from Feedback
The query feedback-based score of each document is expressed using lexical features, ψ lex as
Letting Θ = {θ d 2 } be the set of parameters over all documents, Θ can be trained by empirical risk minimization (ERM) over examples Q:
where L is a loss function and Ω is a regularizer (e.g. l2 norm). This setup of directly training weights over lexical or word-based features is exemplified by [Radlinski and Joachims, 2005; Bai et al., 2010] . However, rather than representing parameters over lexical features, we express the score in a dual kernelized [Lodhi et al., 2002] form 2 :
where s qsim is an appropriate kernel function representing similarity between two queries, w d (q ) ≥ 0 is the weight of query q for document d, g :
is a function that aggregates the query similarity scores, and β, γ ≥ 0 are constants. We justify this choice in Sec. 2.5, where we show how the kernelized representation in Eq. 5 is as expressive as the primal featurized representation in Eq. 3 when g = sum function, and in addition provides several practical advantages. Combining 2 and 5, the relevance score for KB article d is
Next, we discuss how we select the key parameters in Eq. 6.
Choosing Parameters for Adaptive Scoring
In this section, we show how we select the key parameters of s: the query similarity kernel s qsim , the query score aggregator function g, and weights of past queries w d in Eq. 6. The hyperparameters β and γ are tuned on development data.
Choosing the Query Similarity Function s qsim
The query similarity function s qsim computes how similar two queries are in their intent. It is a fixed function and is constant across all Spoke deployments. This function can be a kernel function like cosine similarity over Bag-ofWords (BOW) but can also be more powerful learned functions like neural networks [Bogdanova et al., 2015] . In our setup, we pick a simple yet expressive function, s qsim = CosineSimilarity with TFIDF representations over unigrams and bigrams.
Choosing the Aggregation Function g As mentioned in Sec. 2.3 (and described further in detail in Sec. 2.5), if we want to mimic empirical risk minimization, we can choose g to be the sum function. However, from a practical KB design perspective, the function g must satisfy certain constraints which we discuss below. 1. Montonocity: g should monotonically increase with larger values to ensure that replacing less similar queries with more similar increases the score:
2. Increasing: g should monotonically increase with more positive values to ensures that adding an irrelevant query does not dilute the total query similarity output:
3. Bounded Magnitude: Assuming s qsim is bounded, g must have a bounded magnitude:
for some constant c. This somewhat surprising constraint is motivated by practical KB maintenance concerns. As discussed in Sec. 1.1, KBs change dynamically over time, as organizations add new KB articles to their Spoke deployment and as old articles get less relevant. We want Spoke to be able to learn to give higher scorer to new articles than old (potentially outdated) articles with a bounded number of mistakes (i.e. feedbacks). Eq. 2 shows that each article initially has a fixed static score to which the adaptive score s adapt is added over time. Thus we can guarantee that new articles can get higher score than old articles with bounded mistakes only if the magnitude of s adapt is bounded. Boundedness of s adapt can be guaranteed (Eq. 5) only if g is also bounded. The boundedness constraint rules out g = sum function (suggested by the ERM approach) since sum can grow unboundedly. Another reasonable aggregator average does not satisfy constraint 2. We propose to use g = sum-top-k that computes the sum of k highest values from a set wherein, for each new query q, we are summing the score of k most similar queries from past positive (negative) queries Q
This function is bounded by k|s qsim | and it satisfies all of the above constraints.
Training weights w d of queries
For implementing the function in Eq. 6, we store the queries from the user and expert feedback and train their weights using an online learning algorithm. We choose online learning over more common batch training [Guo et al., 2016;  Algorithm 1 Overview of Spoke deployed in an organization.
Input: k (number of queries to sum), β, γ (Eq 6), threshold τ for KB confidence, maximum number of queries to store m, weights for user (δu) and expert feedback (δe) Before Spoke is deployed: Train model f offline over features ψpairwise to create static score sstatic, and deploy it across all organizations using Spoke For a Spoke deployment in an organization:
Pick top k highest scoring queries in Q Gysel et al., 2018; Bai et al., 2010] as learning instantaneously is important for our product to show it's utility and win user trust. We store at most m = 100 positive and negative queries for each article for scalability. We adopt a version of Perceptron-style additive update algorithm implemented in the dual space as described by [Shalev-Shwartz and Singer, 2007] which amounts to constant updates to query weights (initialized to zero). However, we make the update weights different for expert feedback (δ e ) than user feedback (δ u ) with δ e > δ u based on a practical insight that the relevance opinion of experts is more valuable than the opinion of a user.
Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents the overall strategy for handling various events -KB creation, searching, and feedback -in Spoke. Note that I represents the indicator function.
Why Choose the Kernelized Form?
We make two arguments for choosing the kernelized form (Eq. 5) over the featurized form (Eq. 3).
Expressiveness of the kernelized approach:
The kernelized scoring function in Eq. 5 subsumes the score in Eq. 3 for common feature functions ψ with appropriate choice of s qsim , g and the constants. The reasoning follows from the celebrated Representer Theorem over Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS) [Hofmann et al., 2008] (a generalization of the kernel trick). Using this theorem, we can assert that having ψ lex as normalized BOW features ψ lex (q, d) = tf (q)/ tf (q) in Eq. 3 is equivalent to setting s qsim to CosineSim, g to the sum function, and by setting w d , β, and γ appropriately in Eq. 5.
Practical Advantages of the kernelized approach:
Choosing the kernelized form for implementing s adapt using query similarity rather than explicitly storing query features with documents confers three practical advantages. 1. We can leverage advances in deep learning by using more expressive deep query similarity model trained offline (e.g. [Bogdanova et al., 2015] ). Training deep models in online learning is far more challenging. 2. It gives an explicit handle over the influence of past queries (and the relative score of old documents vs new documents) by controlling the aggregation function g. As detailed in Section 2.4, we choose g = sum-top-k instead of the sum. 3. It allows faster deployment of new query features. E.g.
consider the scenario where we change the lexical features by adding Word2Vec features to existing BOW features.
In the Kernelized approach, we can achieve this without any retraining simply by replacing old query similarity function s qsim = CosineSim with a new query similarity function s qsim = CosineSim+W ord2V ecSimiliarity.
In the explicitly featurized approach, we will have to retrain and replace adapt models for all client organizations.
Related Work
There is a rich body of work [Grotov and de Rijke, 2016] on online L2R which relates it to contextual bandit formulation [Langford and Zhang, 2007] . However, to the best of our knowledge, all the published algorithms on online L2R assume the ability to inject random noise in the results for exploration (e.g. when using Thompson Sampling). In our deployment, we do not have the liberty to do this since our users see only one result and are quite sensitive to the quality of our results. Our work is also related to lexicalized approaches to search which learn a large number of features explicitly based on query terms [Bai et al., 2010] . Many recent neural approaches to IR also take into account terms using their embeddings [Gysel et al., 2018] [Chakravarti et al., 2017] . Also our work is closely related to a plethora of question answering work in NLP [Chen et al., 2017] , some of which use paraphrases [Fader et al., 2013] for question answering which is akin to our notion of query similarity. However, there is some evidence [Guo et al., 2016 ] to suggest that retrieval should be treated differently from question answering. [Bogdanova et al., 2015] adapt the notion of query similarity towards semantically equivalent questions rather than actual paraphrases. One of the works that comes close to us is [Radlinski and Joachims, 2005] who create chains of related queries from web logs and extract lexical features from queries. Reader should also refer to [Avula et al., ] for an analysis of using conversational platforms for search. The key features that makes our KB SaaS setup and algorithm apart from the related work are that we 1) use online learning since each organization uses Spoke differently, 2) do not inject noise in Table 2 : Details of client datasets showing details of the datasets and the diversity of domains in our data.
our predictions, and 3) allow for the possibility of KB to be changed during a deployment.
Experiments and Metrics
In this section, we will present experiments using our online L2R approach. We will present datasets, baselines and compare our online L2R with competitive baselines. We will show how our online L2R strategy with adaptive learning outperforms competitive baselines.
Datasets for Offline Training and Evaluation
We use two kind of datasets for our experiments. Artificial dataset: To train the parameters for static pairwise match model s static , we (the authors of this paper) created a dataset containing 364 questions matched to 83 KB articles. For each question, there is a single unique KB answer (similar to as shown in Table 1 ). Client dataset: We obtain data from real world feedback from 12 of our clients. These clients were chosen due to the high level of product engagement and the diversity of use cases they cover. Each data set contains a stream of events generated as a result of users from that organization naturally interacting with an older version of our system. Each event in the stream is timestamped and has one of the following types:
• KB creation or updation: a KB article is created or updated.
• KB deletion: a KB article is deleted.
• Query search and feedback: tuple (q, d, u, y) where a user u searches with a query q; our system responds with an article d and the user gives a feedback y ∈ {+, −}. • Expert feedback: tuple (q, d, e, +) for cases our system could not answer query q, and a domain expert e responds with article d. We discard all tuples with negative feedback for offline training and evaluation as they do not provide the ground truth. Table 2 shows information and statistics of our client datasets.
Training and Evaluation
Training: We train the offline model s static only on the artificial dataset. We trained a LambdaMart model [Burges, 2010] as well as a simple linear RankSVM model [Joachims, 2002] minimizing pairwise ranking loss [Burges, 2010] found no performance difference. So for simplicity, we use the linear model for s static . We fine tune the hyperparameters -β (weight of positive queries), γ (weight of negative queries), δ e (weight for expert feedback), and δ u (weight update for user feedback), and τ (the score threshold) -on development data from four of our clients, maximizing the total micro F1. We exclude the development data from evaluation.
Evaluation: We use the client dataset for evaluation. For each query, there is at most 1 correct answer. For each dataset, we simulate real user and expert feedback. We run Algorithm 1 going over the event stream in the order of timestamps. We provide negative or positive feedback using ground truth. When the system makes a mistake, we reveal the correct KB article only when the event corresponds to expert feedback as that is the role of experts (Sec. 1.1). We evaluate all search algorithms using four metrics: Precision@1, Recall@1, F1@1, and MRR (mean reciprocal rank.)
Experimental Comparisons
Baselines: We compare our online L2R algorithm with two strong baselines: the BM25 algorithm [Robertson et al., 1996] , that is the de facto standard available in publicly available search software like Apache Solr 3 , and the static pairwise match baseline (only s static ) trained with RankSVM [Joachims, 2002] . For fair comparison, we train the baseline s static model on the artificial data as well as the 3 http://lucense.apache.org/solr development data used for tuning our algorithm (Sec. 4.2). Comparing with the s static -only baseline shows how much we can gain from doing online learning from user feedback.
Features for s static : We use the match feature templates in Table 4 for the s static model. For term match we use modified term frequency reprsentations to normalize for document length [Singhal et al., 1996] . For Synonyms, we use the PPDB dataset [Ganitkevitch et al., 2013] . For word vectors, we use GLOVE embeddings [Mikolov et al., 2013] . We compute these features with the query and four textual items obtained from KB: TITLE, BODY, KEYWORDS, and ALL (TITLE, BODY, and KEYWORDS concatenated).
Our algorithm setting: For our algorithm, we set query similarity kernel s qsim to be the cosine similarity over unigrams and bigrams. We use g = sum-top-k with k = 5 as a query similarity aggregator. Table 3 shows the performance of online learning, static learning, and BM25. Our algorithm outperforms the static baseline by average 10.4% relative improvement in F1 (and up to 41%), which in turn vastly outperforms BM25 (17.5% relative improvement in average F1). Notably the Pearson Correlation coefficient between ∆F1 in Table 3 and average query per KB is 0.66. This hints that incorporating adaptive learning is more likely to help for cases with higher queries per KB article.
Results:

Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a production system for supporting internal KB search inside organizations that gets continually better at responding to queries using conversational feedback. We leverage online learning and incorporate various practical concerns into the design of our algorithm and scoring function. In the future, we aim to inject neural networks-based features into our online learning setup by using deep learning-based query similarity functions.
